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HealthHelp911.org  
A Foundation For Creative-Holistic Healing
Body ✼ Mind ✼ Soul

Established
September 11 th 2001


In Honor of the
Hundreds Of Thousands
World Trade Center
Health Effects Survivors.

Re: “10 year Anniversary, WTC 9-11 Artistic Collaboration”
PAUSE || PRESS PLAY > Art & Film collaborative
August 1st 2011
Dear Potential Sponsor & Team Member;
With the 10 year anniversary of September 11th approaching, a group of us suffering with a variety of chronic
symptoms, now called “World Trade Center Syndrome”, are asking for your sponsorship support either
financially, by in-kind donations and/or by sharing of resources and contacts to help empower a solution.
Please join us in launching our “10 year Anniversary, WTC 9-11 Artistic Collaboration” as a platform for
raising awareness regarding the steps we can take towards receiving answers to questions still surrounding the
cause of WTC 9-11 as well as stepping up to help raise funds for suffering Health Survivors and the much
needed medical treatments that are not yet covered by the official WTC 9-11 Medical Programs.
This September 11th 2011 launches the WTC 9-11 Ten Year Anniversary touring showcase with a collaboration of works
by Artists and Film makers dedicated to creating one voice that shows we can choose to leave the fear that 9-11 has
created behind us and be empowered to take steps towards solutions for knowing the truth of what really happened to
A) cause WTC 9-11 (www.AE911truth.org) and B) the truth of what is causing hundreds of thousands to remain in
debilitating ill health. (use: http://bit.ly/qf9qb5 for the archives of www.wtcexams.org currently under a relaunch.) I am
writing you on behalf of those of us who (as volunteers, rescue workers, local business people, residents and student) were
directly exposed to the toxic dust in the weeks and months after WTC 9-11 and who are now, even ten years later, still
chronically ill and surviving chronic debilitating symptoms with an array of prescription based treatments that fail in
treating the root cause of the WTC Syndrome. (See the Penny Little movie “911 Dust & Deceit” at www.911dust.org )
Everyone was affected on some level that day, yet many world wide who were not in the lower Manhattan vicinity may
not realize that hundreds of thousands have fallen ill and are not receiving the treatments needed to get well, while a high
percentage have now passed from their exposure. A solution oriented, pro-active and diligent approach needs to continue
so people are loosed of the fear and griping sadness surrounding the topic of September 11th that is preventing open
discussions and instead are able to set simmering emotions aside and participate in assertive conversations that equip us to
take positive action. We need to speak up and together with groups like the Architects & Engineers for 9-11 Truth we can
utilize our constitutional rights to ask questions like those being asked at www.RememberBuilding7.org.
(Remember: Checks & Balances Properly Question Authority)

Globally we are all connected by the shocking events of that day and our world is now forever altered. By
raising awareness that there is power in calm assertive unity, and in helping those still in need of medical care,
we can empower ourselves to restore hope by taking positive action.
Ten years of PAUSE is enough. It is time to PRESS PLAY .
Thank you in advance for considering sponsorship and joining our team.
Sincerely, Rachel

Hughes WTC 9-11 Volunteer & Office Worker, surviving chronic illness from the “WTC Syndrome”
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SPONSORSHIP PROPOSAL
Creating the “911 DUST & DECEIT” FILM ADDENDUM: WTC 9-11 Health Survivors, Ten Years later

-“TIMELINE SKYLINE” by Artist Ashley Cumberland

The PAUSE PROEJCT   – A ‘10 year Anniversary WTC 9-11 Artistic Collaboration’ will showcase a number of
artists works of ‘Informetism Art’ pieces that build awareness of the health issues suffered by victims of the WTC
9-11 toxic dust exposure discussed in the film “Dust & Deceit” at www.911dust.org , which will also be shown.
Ten years later, hundreds of thousands of people are now chronically sick with lung and immune system issues. Some have
found solutions from their daily symptoms surviving on multiple prescription medication treatments while others are using a
combination of traditional and holistic alternatives like Acupuncture for pain and Chelating IV to remove the toxins. (A full list
will be available on the HealthHelp911.org website)

During the days leading up to the 10 year anniversary of September 11th a series of film screenings related to the health
issues will accompany the art to raise awareness, show support of those afflicted with the “WTC Syndrome” and bring
people together to learn of solutions. In the last 10 years since 9-11, our world has experienced a state of PAUSE that
shows in every aspect of life. To most it feels hopeless as the economy continues its collapse under the weight of greed,
short sightedness and ‘truths’ still in need of being revealed.
It starts with our internal voice wanting to know truth. Ten years later it is far over due that we identify our strengths,
remember ourselves and join together as energetic souls, exchanging fear for faith in pursuit of the greatest good. It is time
to press play by becoming aware, collaborative and motivated to take action. We can choose to see what we can have
gratitude for and let thankful energy attract the positive and honest changes this world needs. Ten years later lets also
remember to celebrate surviving together the after effects of 9-11.
“PAUSE TOWERS”
One of the art installations for the “PAUSE PROEJCT  ” includes a
large-scale prototype of the WTC 9-11 towers as a sculpted model
replication of the structure now, made from recycled acrylic/plastic and
filled with the medical packaging, representing the HEALTH ISSUES
being suffered by hundreds of thousands who were exposed to the
toxic dust on September 11th 2001.
The PAUSE TOWERS has interior illumination back lighting its
contents which are from the actual packaging and containers the
prescription medications prescribed to monitored patients since
09/11/01 came in.
By Rachel Hughes, WTC 911 Health Survivor
& Ashley Cumberland, Visual Artist
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GALLERY SHOWCASE & FILM SCHEDULE
Featuring The Film “DUST & DECEIT” Supporting Our WTC 9-11 Health Survivors, Ten Years later
The PAUSE PROEJCT   – A ‘10 year Anniversary WTC 9-11 Artistic Collaboration’ will
showcase a number of artists works of ‘Informetism Art’ pieces that build awareness of the
health issues suffered by victims of the WTC 9-11 toxic dust exposure discussed in the film
“911 Dust & Deceit” at www.911dust.org , which will also be shown along with additional
September 11th informative, awareness building and solution oriented films.
> September 8th, 9th, 10th 11th Miami, FL

Location: LMNT Gallery (w/ screening room)
www.l-m-n-t.com 55 NW 36th St., Miami, FL 33127

> September 8th, 9th, 10th 11th New York City

Location: TBD

> September 10th 11th, 12th Philadelphia, PA

Location: TBD

> September 11th Washington DC

Location: TBD

> December 1st - 4th

During Art Basel, Miami Beach FL

•

To support us with screening room locations contact us at:
Email - HH911medical@gmail.com

www.911Dust.org

www.LooseChange911.com

A Film By Penny Little

A Film By Dylan Avery
& Korey Rowe

PAUSE

 PRESS PLAY Film Series
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SPONSORSHIP REQUEST – PROPOSAL DETAILS
Creating “911 DUST & DECEIT” FILM ADDENDUM: WTC 9-11 Health Survivors, Ten Years later
Proposal - On September 8, 9, 10, 11, 2011 we will be launching the
start of the WTC 9/11 Ten Year Anniversary Touring Showcase, featuring
a collaboration of works by artists, filmmakers and organizations
dedicated to supporting the hundreds of thousands of people who are ill
from their exposure to the toxic smoke and join together in learning the
truth of what caused 9/11 to happen. We are creating a platform for our
unified voices to move beyond the fear instilled by 9/11 and instead
empower ourselves along with others with solutions of how to take
positive action to support those who are ill with the “WTC Syndrome” and
insure that a proper neutral “check & balance” re-investigation of the
September 11th, 2001 attacks is done. To date this has yet to happen.

TIMELINE
August:
Secure multiple city venues.
Miami is confirmed at LMNT.
Check Felin Room
Outreach to support groups
Team up with A & E
Advertise / promote
September:
9/7-17 Filming “911 D&D”
ADDENDUM interviews
Start production and edits on
ADDENDUM
Update website with instructions
for future showings
Email Blasts and Street teams for
handing out promotional items
Showings on September 9, 10, 11

We will show Penny Little’s documentary “9/11 Dust and Deceit” in
venues in New York City, Miami, Florida, Philadelphia (other - DC?)
These showings will be fundraisers for the first responders. The film “9/11
Dust and Deceit” exposes the environmental disaster of 9/11 through
interviews with scientists, waste management specialists, government
workers, volunteers, first responders, the heros and victims of the dust
which permeated the air after 9/11. The film has shown in film festivals,
salon showings, as fundraisers in a wide variety of locations around the
world.
October-November:

Edit new cut of film with
ADDENDUM
Update website for release

The purpose for bringing filmmaker Penny Little to NYC is to create an
addendum to her film, an important follow through for those who were
affected by the dust. Where are they now, have they received the help
December:
they need, and what can we do to help?

Master, Replicate, update artwork
Posters, Postcards, handouts,
fliers.
Secure venues
Showing during Art Basel MB

Ten years later, there has never been a real investigation of 9/11. The
health issues from the toxic dust of 9/11 will be affecting people for years
to come. By aligning the health issues affecting the first responders of
9/11 with the goals of a credible group like Architects and Engineers for
Truth, we hope to create a powerful alliance which will educate as well as January:
Show schedule for new version of
reinvigorate and mobilize people into action.
film “911 D&D” ADDENDUM 10
years later
Continue showings quarterly.

We have already gotten sponsorship pledges amounting to $2,525, to
cover Rachel’s expenses in New York, plus a second camera person
donating in kind. We are looking for money to cover cost of Penny’s
production expenses, a shared project assistant, the edit, mastering,
The project time-line is from
some promotional costs, and replication of DVDs.
now until the end of the year.
Additionally, we will show the trailer and/or the premier of the film “Explosive Evidence”
with moderated Q & A after each showing, and presentations by other artists involved in
our project.
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SPONSORSHIP BUDGET REQUEST
Creating the “911 DUST & DECEIT” FILM ADDENDUM: WTC 9-11 Health Survivors, Ten Years later
BUDGET includes sponsorship and in kind donations
Project Management
Lodging (Rachel & crew)
Air Fare
Metro Pass
SUBTOTAL

$1200
$ 900
$ 350
$ 75
$2525

(this portion is already secured by sponsorship pledge)

FILM SCHEDULE 2011 (September 9, 10, 11)
Venues (in Kind sponsorships)
Shared Project Assistants point persons in each location:
Volunteer time
Postcards (handouts) 5,000 (non-profit rate)
Fliers
Business Card size handout (1000) with web address
DVD replication for current showings

SUBTOTAL
PRODUCTION - 9/11 Dust and Deceit Addendum
Filming (Interviews 10 yrs later)
Transportation for Penny to NYC (includes airport taxi)
Food stipend per day: $35 for ten days. Sept. 6-16
Lodging (covered by Rachel above)
Filming per day 5 days @$150 per day. $900 - ($450 in kind)
Second camera -Sean McCoy - in kind $900
Film: 20 tapes @ $5
Subtotal Filming
Post (Editing Addendum)
Log & Capture - in kind or intern - $350
Edit & Fine Tune
Hard drive
DVD Backup, masters
Post Production Mastering - in kind $1,250
Subtotal Post

SUBTOTAL
PROMOTION
Management - point person
DVD replication for new release showings
Website updates
Postcards (handouts) 5,000 (non-profit rate)
Fliers
Business Card size handout (1000) with web address

$ InKind
$ 900
$ InKind (valued $ 450)
$ 80
$ 30
$ 25
$ 650 (Initial Qty 500)

$ 1685

$ 540
$ 350
$ 450
$ 100
($1440)

$ 2500
$ 125
$ 30
$ 250
($2905)

$ 4345
$ 900
$ 650 (Initial Qty 500)
$ 500
$ 80
$ 30
$ 25

SUBTOTAL

$ 2185

SPONSORSHIP REQUEST - TOTAL $8215
(This amount needed is minus the $2525 already pledged)
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“IV BAGS & TUBES” - WTC 9-11 Health Awareness Series
‘Nerve Damage’
My hands, arms and feet are numb. I have painful Prickly aches in spots,
as if little invisible shards of glass are moving around under my skin. It
started slowly in the months after my volunteer time at WTC ground zero,
September 11th, 2001. Almost unrecognizable at first since the nerve and
muscle pain have always blended with the headaches, nausea and chronic
fever pain. A year went by, then two, three now it’s been ten. Symptoms
worsen then level off with meds, only to elevate again and again.
Ten years and forty doctors opinions later and inconclusive is all they can
say. Asking questions about my vitamin intake “Seems like some type of
nerve damage, do you take Vitamin C? It can help with that kind of pain.”
Well I did and I would if my stomach wasn’t so messed up that every sip I
take, every food I eat, every pill I suck down didn’t choke me and make my
stomach turn sicker than it already was.
Finally an MD / ND, doctor with clue, tells me its time to look at root cause
and stop putting ‘liver & kidney damaging’ prescription band-aids on
symptoms that have underlying causes still needing to be diagnosed.
Thank you God. Thank you for guiding me each day, to find solutions so I
can get well. I want my amazing health back I want my life back.
Tests and more tests, 2nd 3rd and 4th opinions. I am shocked. Test results
all show the same. I have mercury and lead poisoning along with other
‘heavy metals’. I grew up in the eighty’s, that’s the last time I heard
anything about heavy metal. Ok, so now what. I’m told mercury and lead
can cause all the symptoms I’m having. All the fatigue and chronic pain,
the memory loss and de-conditioning my body’s experiencing, all from the
harmful WTC 911 toxins. WTC is now WTF.
Focus focus focus on solutions solutions solutions. Four 2nd opinions of
doctors recommending these IV treatments that boost the immune system
and help to detox the body. It’s been six years now. I started High Dose
Vitamin C, nutrients and Chelating IV treatments in 2004. It’s the only thing
I have found that gives me relief from the symptoms. It keeps me semistable and instead of seven days a week resting in bed I now am able to
get up for about 4-6 hours a day and have some activity with less of the
traveling ‘nerve pain’. Goal: 100% HEALED.
- Journal Entry, May 2011
“WTC Syndrome” Health Survivor
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